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• Accelerators and users needing high charge, short 
bunches

• Electron sources based photocathode photoinjectors RF/DC
• Linac, ring, ERL, high gradient laser based acceleration

• Matching electron beam duration to accelerating field
wavelength

• Decreasing period with lasers based acceleration need very
short bunches to preserve beam quality
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Why peak current ?

Q (charge)

Ipeak = Q/t

t

RF

THz
Lasers

1GHz 100GHz 1THz 300THz

1ns 10ps 1ps 3fs

frequency

Wavelength

Period
30cm 3mm 300+m 1+m Acceleration Frequency 1.1° of phase Gradient

Bande S 3 GHz 1000 fs ~20 MV/m
Bande X 30 GHz 100 fs 100 MV/m
Dielectric THz acc. ~300 GHz 10 fs ~100 MV/m
Laser Plasma ~3 THz 1fs > GV/m
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Beam dynamics for high peak current
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• Tracking with external input beams
• Space charge (benchmark with astra)
• Wakefields (CSR, impedance)
• Adapted for laser plasma beams (divergence, energy

spread, velocity difference)
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Home made code for simulation tool6.4. Transient microbunching regime at low charge

microbunch oscillations which correspond for the most part to higher order mode oscillations.

Figure 6.13: Time evolution of the CSR wake (top plot, in colour) and of the geometric wake
(bottom plot, in colour) at injection versus the longitudinal position s. Simulation parameters:
Q0 = 100 pC, �Laser = 4ps and GFB = 0.1.

The time evolution of the CSR (top) and geometric (bottom) wakes are shown in Fig. 6.14 for

the first 100 turns. As the injected bunch has an important coherent part and afterwards there are

microbunches, the CSR wake amplitude, WCSR,max ⇡ 0.02MV, is about 10 times more important

than the one of the geometric wake, Wgeom,max ⇡ 1 · 10�3MV, and dominates the beam dynamics.

The CSR is maximum when the bunch is at its maximum of coherence, around turn 20 and 50,

when the bunch is vertically aligned in the longitudinal phase space.

After the first 100 turns, the bunch phase space begins to split in several microbunches which

are doing synchrotron oscillations. The microbunching regime continues until the microbunches

have filled the full RF bucket due to the filamentation. This process is illustrated in Fig. 6.14

where the phase space is shown at di↵erent times. The corresponding dynamics of each time is

shown in the di↵erent streak plot of Fig. 6.15 where the evolution of the longitudinal distribution

is visible. At turn 1000, many micro-structures are visible in the phase space. Contrary to the first

turns, their synchrotron oscillations do not have the same frequency nor the same phase. After

2500 turns, the micro-structures seem to be less dense as each microbunch has begun to fill the

phase space due to the filamentation. At turn 5000, most of the microbunch have been diluted in

the phase space as the RF bucket begins to be filled. By turn 20 000, the transient microbunching

regime has stopped as the RF bucket is nearly fully filled by the bunch and all the microbunch

have been diluted by the filamentation process.

Figure 6.16 shows the evolution of the rms bunch length �s and of the transverse emittances ✏x,y
during the transient microbunching regime. At the injection, �s oscillates due to the longitudinal
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6.5. Transient microbunching regime at medium to high charge

The evolution of the relative energy deviation � distribution is shown for the first 100 turns

in Fig. 6.18. From this plot, the CSR e↵ect on the electron energy deviation is visible. Part of

the beam undergoes relative energy deviation oscillations leading to the total loss of the electrons

oscillating. A first part of the oscillating electrons is lost around turn 5 and the rest of them are

lost around turn 65.

Figure 6.18: Time evolution of the electron bunch density (in colour) at injection versus the relative
energy deviation �. Simulation parameters: Q0 = 1nC, �Laser = 4ps and GFB = 0.1.

This important beam loss due to CSR which pushes the coherent part of the bunch in the beam

pipe walls in a few turns can be tackled in several ways. The obvious way would be to decrease

the longitudinal coherence of the injected bunches. But as it is shown in the parametric study

of the TL, section 6.3, even if the rms bunch length �s can be increased by increasing the laser

pulse length �Laser. There is still a very coherent bunch core and most of the rms bunch length �s

increase is due to the lengthening of the beam tails which can be lost during the transient regime

if they are too long.

Another mitigation possible would be to decrease the dispersion ⌘x in the arcs to be able to

increase the maximum energy deviation allowed. That way less electrons would be lost in the

beam pipe walls during the first turns in the ring. This possible mitigation rises the problem of

the stability of the far o↵-energy electron dynamics. A study of the dynamic aperture for ThomX,

including multipole fields, misalignment and gradient errors have shown that the o↵ momentum

dynamic aperture at � ± 1.5 % is at the vacuum pipe limits [113]. So it is not desirable to go

much further than the limit of 2 % in the maximum energy deviation allowed as part of the beam

would be lost on the walls due to the finite dynamic aperture otherwise.

A third possibility is to increase the synchrotron frequency !s, the longitudinal phase space

rotation speed, so that the particles do not feel the same CSR wake for too long. Thus preventing

the CSR to push too much the coherent core toward the negative �. The synchrotron frequency
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6.3. Beam dynamics in the transfer line

Figure 6.7: Plots at the exit of the linac, (a), (b) and (c), and at the injection into the storage
ring, (d), (e) and (f). The plots (a) and (d) correspond to the horizontal position x versus the
longitudinal position s along the bunch. The plots (b), (c), (e) and (f) correspond to the horizontal
phase space, x0 the horizontal deviation versus x the horizontal position. The plots (a), (b), (d)
and (e) represent the macroparticle density in colour scale. The plots (c) and (f) show di↵erent
longitudinal slices of the bunch in di↵erent colours. Simulation parameters: Q0 = 1nC, �Laser =
4ps.
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• Some exemple for ThomX storage ring
• Pallas (laser-plasma injector) beam line

under study for first measurements
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High peak current installations

Townhall Meeting - May 2021

PALLAS 
E beamline :

Conditionning – diagnostics - seeding

THz
Generation

THz use 
(diag, acc)

Hig peak
current

Applications

Environnement of multiphysics for high peak currents studies
à PHIL/DRUM : high peak current photoinjector installation coupled to 

femtosecond laser for photocathode à booster under conditionning to get
shortest beams

à Pallas : laser plasma under construction (beamline at the priliminary simulation 
stage

à Twac : THz generation for 
acceleration and 
longitudinal phase space
diagnostics (search for 
fundings- european
proposal submitted)

à Test of diagnostics for 
short beam with RF stable 
beam that can be
transfered to pallas

à Tests of 3D printed
complex piece
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Questions part 1

1) Where do you see HEP applications of advanced accelerators in 30 years?

2) What intermediate physics applications/steps do you see until a HEP linear collider?
1) Electron beam accelerated with high gradient structure in a reliable and stable way
2) Compact accelerators for medical fields and ultra fast science
3) Free Electron Lasers
4) Partial substitution of RF technology by high gradient technology in existing installations

3) What is the synergy with related fields?
1) Stability, reliability, 
2) charge, 
3) Beam dynamics, transporting a high peak current beam (versatiile simulation tools for testing models and validation on 

facilities
4) monochromaticity

4) What is the role of your work here?
1) High gradient structures, 
2) tunning reproducibility, 
3) high peak current simulations, collective effects and mitigations, 
4) use appropriate technology and mix them (if more adapted) to achieve best performances
5) Propose a facility based on short bunches where RF, LPA and DTA can be studies and mixed (if appropriate to the target)
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Questions part 2

1-3) What are the important milestones for the next 10 years to get there from today? 
What should be proposed as deliverables until 2026? Please list in order of priority.

Reduction of the divergence for LPA beams
Demontration of low energy spread, stable and reliable high gradient structures
Tuning reproducibility and shot to shot stability
Increasing the accelerating length for high gradient structure (LPA or dielectric)
Staging high peak current electron beam in a high gradient structures with the possibility to discriminate the 
additionnal sources of instabilities and shot to shot fluctuations
Increase laser/accelerator interface
Improve compacity and reliability of high power lasers

2) What additional support is needed to achieve these?

Fundings, human ressources

4) Is the R&D work for each of those deliverables already funded and, if not, what
additional resources / support would be needed? 
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Questions part 3

1) What key R&D needs can be achieved in existing R&D facilities?
1) tunning reproducibility in existing facilities
2) Staging high peak current electron beam in a high gradient structures with

the possibility to discriminate the additionnal sources of instabilities and shot
to shot fluctuations

3) Increase laser/accelerator interface
2) What is the role of the already planned future facilities in Europe 
and world-wide?

Pallas : stable LPA ans staging
TWAC project : Terahertz wave accelerating cavity on PHIL/LASERIX facility
Facility with mixing technologies

4) Is a completely new facility needed?
Reasearch realised on existing facility even improving them is certainly more 
efficient in a mid term vision to reduce cost and infrastructure


